art world exhibition news
OSLO
ELMGREEN & DRAGSET - BIOGRAPHY
Michael Elmgreen(Denmark) and Ingar Dragset(Norway) have been working together since 1995. The
exhibition presents a wide selection of works from the artist duo's complex universe, including sculpture,
performance and interactive installations. Works from the late 1990s onwards will be shown together with
recent projects, and all together they creates a unique insight into the artists’ oeuvre. Elmgreen & Dragset
consider an exhibition to be a work of art in itself, with all its narrative, choreographic and social possibilities
and 'Biography' will examine the very conditions of exhibiting. Works that initially arrived from very different
contexts are here brought together and the new constellations of works generate altered readings and
additional layers of meaning. When walking through the museum, one will experience environments which
occur very realistic, just in order to end up in almost surreal and other worldly scenarios elsewhere in the
exhibition.

Norway

<Death of a Collector> 2009 Mixed Media 100×600×200cm Courtesy: Galeria Helga de Alvear
Photo: Anders Sune Berg

21 MARCH ~ 24 AUGUST_ASTRUP FEARNLEY MUSEET

SINGAPORE

Singapore

TRANSFUSION / INFUSION

The show presents three generations of China's most highly sought after artists, each one having influenced the other’s practice
either directly or indirectly. Through a variety of mediums, viewers will discover clues that mark the transition of knowledge from
one to another and how this is ultimately reflected in the artist’s work. The resultant attitudes vary from the surreal to the absurd.
Zhou Xiaohu was one of the first contemporary artists in China to work experimentally with sculptural ideas of video and animation.
Dong Wensheng is a photographer and video artist whose conceptual photography uses the natural and architectural elements of
Chinese Gardens and other natural landscapes as a stage setting to insert objects the viewer does not expect to see. Chen Wei, a
graduate of the China Academy, produces photographic works that are essentially theater pieces, shot in carefully constructed sets
that resemble rooms.
15 MAY ~ 1 JUNE_CHAN HAMPE GALLERIES RAFFLES HOTEL ARCADE
DONG Wensheng <Chinese Garden, No. 08> 2002-2005 Conceptual Photography 80×80cm (Edition of 10) 40×40cm (Edition of 12)

HONG KONG
JEAN-MICHEL OTHONIEL: MONUMENTAL SCULPTURE
Galerie Perrotin presents the solo exhibition of the French contemporary artist, Jean-Michel Othoniel.
He creates forms that are inherently poetic by rooting his works in abstractness and contemplation.
In this exhibition, the artist has collaborated with a Feng Shui Master in determining the forms and
colors of his sculptures. As an outcome of the artist’s psychology, the individualism and the
sentiments invested in the forms originate in human life generally. While Feng Shui is a Chinese
philosophical system of harmonizing the human existence with the surrounding environment, the
idea conforms to the artistic approach of Othoniel, who constantly seeks to relate his works with
regard to nature, to the world and to the space they inhabit. Due to the abstract and minimal quality
of his sculptures, we are confronted by a dialogue of visibility, of whether the space is adorned by
the works or actually the works are celebrated by the space.

Hong Kong
Jean-Michel Othoniel View of the exhibition <Les Noeuds de Babel> Galerie Perrotin Paris 2013 Photo:
Guillaume Ziccarelli <Precious Stonewall> 2012 Mirror Indian glass, wood 59×55×22cm Private collection
<R.S.I Knot> 2012 Blue mirror glass, stainless steel 145×140×70cm Private collection <Precious
Stonewall> 2012 Mirror Indian glass, wood 71×55×22cm Private collection Courtesy Galerie Perrotin
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13 MAY ~ 21 JUNE_GALERIE PERROTIN, HONG KONG

● 기획·진행

문선아 기자

BERLIN
TOPOLOGICAL CONSTELLATION. ART AND ARCHITECTURE
DNA Berlin is presenting the first part of group exhibition series, curated by Seoyoung Kim and
Johann Nowak. The emerging integration that combines experimental architecture with
contemporary art and art installations is an international and interdisciplinary art exhibition, where
architects and artists are invited to create an architectural and artistic display. The concept of this
exhibition investigates the developing trends of this contemporary avant-garde culture that
expands worldwide, with examples from North Korea to Europe. This exhibition brings together the
works of five artists, including architecture duo Dongwoo Yim and Rafael Luna (PRAUD) who is
participating at the upcoming 14th International Architecture Biennale in Venice, Ola Kolehmainen,
a Berlin based photographer, Mariana Vassileva who works on multimedia artworks and Nicolas
Moulin, a French photographer and video artist who lives and works in Berlin.

Germany

2 MAY ~ 30 JUNE 2014_DNA BERLIN
Mariana Vassileva <Boat Series> Photography 2014 Courtesy: DNA Berlin

london

U.K.

DAVID ROBILLIARD: THE YES NO QUALITY OF DREAMS

The ICA brings together a selection of paintings by London-based poet and painter David Robilliard in the first UK institutional
exhibition for over twenty years. These intimate paintings combine figurative elements with text taken directly from his own poems.
Coded and knowing, his evocative prose alludes to intimate sexual encounters and passing infatuations that ultimately conjure an
image of 1980s queer London. He moved to London in 1975 and would become close friends with Gilbert & George. Throughout the
1980s, he published books and postcards of his poetry, as well as contributing to publications such as The Fred, Square Peg and The
Manipulator. Robilliard’s paintings appeared in numerous gallery exhibitions during his lifetime, as well as exhibiting in venues such
as London's Hippodrome and L'Escargot restaurant. In 1993, a major retrospective was held at the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.
16 APRIL ~ 15 JUNE_ICA
David Robilliard <The Naked Flame> 1988 Acrylic on canvas Photograph: Paul Knight Courtest private collection Berlin ⓒ The Estate of David
Robilliard All rights reserved DACS 2014

NEW YORK
HANNAH SAWTELL: ACCUMULATO
In her work, Hannah Sawtell considers the relationship between the surfaces of images and objects, and
the multiplicity of structures that underpin them. Through a variety of media Sawtell renders the fluidity of
digital images with spatial, physical, and temporal qualities, and critically points to their function as decoy
indicators for larger and dominating systems of production, access, surplus, and consumption. Additionally
alluding to the repetitive nature of contemporary production, she evokes an aesthetic of industrial design
through her installations and objects. Much of her influence comes from her previous work as a DJ and in
running Detroit’s Plant E Label, and she often integrates noise, rhythm, and beat as part of her video works
and performances. For her first museum solo presentation in the United States, Hannah Sawtell has
developed a new installation and sound work for the New Museum’s Lobby Gallery.

U.S.

23 APRIL ~ 22 JUNE_NEW MUSEUM

Hannah Sawtell <Vendor> 2012 Installation view: Bloomberg SPACE London 2012 Courtesy Vilma Gold London
<Hannah Sawtell: ACCUMULATOR> New Museum
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